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introduction

• FormalLy, I was invited here to talk
about “the influence of utopian thinking on
the development of computer technology and
its application in the 1980s”
• informalLy, it’s because back in the
early 1980s I was a hacker
• Given that Part of the hacker ethic is
to mistrust authority, I feel no
obligation to keep to the official topic
• However, as it happens I (kind of) do…
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hacker?

• The 1980s is when the word “hacker” was
stolen by the media to mean “a nerd
who does bad things to computers”
– I’m not that kind of hacker…

• I’m the kind of hacker who plays
with computers for the sheer joy of it
– evidence: The new hacker’s dictionary
describes a program I wrote as a hack
• The Hackers among you will know why this isn’t
quite as boastful as it sounds…

scope

• I can’t talk about alL the influences of
utopian thinking on blah blah blah
– Because I don’t know them all!

• I can talk about how one particular
manifestation of utopian thinking has
influenced the world
– This is The creation of virtual worlds

• Important: virtual worlds aren’t
themselves utopias!
– I’ll come back to this later…
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Virtual worlds

• So what are virtual worlds?
• They’re persistent, simulated
environments implemented on
computers, which multiple people
can visit simultaneously
– Don’t worry, I have examples…

• I’m going to spend the rest of this talk
explaining:
– Why they’re important
– How hacker culture shaped them

World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:
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stats

• World of warcraft has over 4,000,000
players worldwide
• That one game has more players
than there are people in ireland
– 16 times more people than iceland

• Each one of those players is paying $15 a
month in subscriptions
– And they had to buy the software, too

• At least 25% of its players are female

elsewhere

• Lineage, ncsoft, 1997
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stats

• Lineage is a south korean game
• it had 4,200,000 players when lineage 2
launched in 2003
– half migrated to lineage 2, half stayed

• 50% of the population of south korea
has played lineage at least once
– South korea’s population is 48,000,000

• There are at least 10 virtual worlds in
the far east with over 1,000,000 players
– And hundreds with over 10,000

“Addiction”

• Some people spend more time in virtual
worlds than they do in the real world
– People have died at the keyboard from
playing 3+ days continuously without sleep

• Thailand has a 10pm-6am curfew on
virtual worlds
• China has a 3 hour per day limit
• One player murdered his friend for
seLling his character’s sword
– Talking of which…
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Real money trading

• RMT is where people buy and sell their
virtual goods using real money
– Usually against the wishes of the developer

• As I write this, ebay has 3 characters
from runequest at over $1,000 each
• Itembay makes more money from RMT
than alL the virtual worlds it services
make in subscriptions, combined
• World market is close to $1,000,000,000
annually
– Conservative - Could be 20 times that much!

importance

• Ok, hopefuLly I’ve shown that these
games are of growing importance
• What do they have to do with the
hacker ethic, though?
• To find out, we need to follow back their
family treE…
– I’ll give the world of warcraft branch, but
the root is the same for pretty well every
other virtual world out there too
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everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

connection

• Everquest ruled until Wow came along
– 480,000 subscriptions at its peak

• Wow is modeLled on EQ
– Blizzard looked at EQ and figured they could
do the same thing only beTter
– EQ’s and WOW’s Underlying architecture and
principles are the same
• The Actual code is different, though!

– Much of the Underlying design is the same
• Levels, classes, races, combat, guilds, …
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

connection

• Eq is basically a dikumud with a
graphics engine bolted on
– The gameplay is pretty well identical
– So much so that the developers had to sign an
affidavit to swear they didn’t rip oFf
any actual diku code!

• Eq’s designers had played dikus extensively
and figured they could do the same
thing only betTer
• Underlying principles etc. are the same
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abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

connection

• Dikumud is a more hard-core FANTASY
game than abermud
– the design was Streamlined to appeal to
achievers
– Came with an extensively tested game world
– Ran “out of the box”

• Dikumud’s designers had played Abermud
extensively and figured they could do the
same thing only beTter
• Underlying principles etc. are the same
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• This is why I get to give this talk and
you don’t…

connection

• Abermud was just one of several dozen
mud clones of the era
– Generally regarded as having inferior
gameplay to the original

• However, it ran on any unix system
– Mud only ran on decsystem 10
mainframes

• It Spread across the net like a rash
• Alan cox played mud extensively and figured
he could do etc.
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Pre-MUD

• There were no virtual worlds before mud
– It’s therefore Often referred to as mud1

• The concept of a virtual world was
invented independently at least 6
times
– Mud, sceptre of goth, avatar, island of kesmai,
aradath, monster

• Mud was first, however, and almost aLl
virtual worlds descend from it
– Traces of others do persist (except avatar)

perpetuation

• So Why have I told you all this?
– Apart from reasons of self-aggrandizement?

• Because some of the decisions we made
when we wrote mud are still intact
• Example: why does wow have levels?
– Because eq had levels
• Because dikumud had levels
– Because abermud had levels
» Because mud had levels

• Mud had levels because I gave it levels
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propagation

• Much of the architecture and
gameplay of today’s virtual worlds is
the way it is only because, ultimately,
that’s how it was in mud
• Not alL, obviously
– Dikumud introduced classes and races
– Eq introduced graphics
– Many other refinements
• designers often did do it betTer than their
“parent” world

Code & culture

• It’s not just the code, though
• Why do players of wow call monsters
“mobs”?
• Because when I added monsters to mud,
I called them mobiles (for “mobile
objects”)
– We got the word newbies that way, too

• The Culture of virtual worlds also
propagates from parent to child
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Original culture

• The behaviour of players in a Virtual
world is shaped by its code and its
culture (which are inteR-related)
• Both of these are, to a large extent,
inherited from the parent virtual
world
– Immigrants from the Real world bring some
culture with them too, of course

• Mud didn’t have a parent virtual world
– So where did its culture come from?

hackers

• Mud got its culture from that of its
designers
– Roy trubshaw and I

• In other words, from The hacker
culture of the time
• It wasn’t all incidental, either
– Hacker culture didn’t get in through mere
osmosis
– We deliberately promoted hacker ideals
– Some of These persist to this day
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freedom

• Example: freEdom of identity
• I saw mud as a way of giving people the
freedom to be who they want to be
– In other words, who they really are

• I therefore made it as open-ended as
possible
– No narrative, no rails to run on

• Virtual worlds still value freedom to be
– Deteriorating at the edges, though
• Classes, races, instanced dungeons, story arcs…

Polly’s story

• Do I have time to tell polLy’s story?
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Seeds sown

• People bring much real-world culture
into virtual worlds
– Language, morality, social norms

• However, the traffic is not all one way
• People change in Virtual worlds
– They become more of who they are

• Some of what they learn there, they
bring back to the real world
– And What they learn is founded on hacker
ethics

principles

• The basic IDEALS that roy and I instilled
in mud are affecting people today
– MilLions of them

• Freedom, tolerance, individuality, imagination,
art, rebellion, understanding
• Politically, this would be classified as
some kind of non-paternalistic, countercultural liberalism
– In D&D terms, chaotic good
– Definitely not spiritual or religious!
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Whence hackers?

• How come roy and I adopted hacker ethics?
– Indeed, still espouse them?

• I really have no idea!
– Maybe only people who thought that way
could program in those days?

• There was a definite hacker culture
at essex university when I arrived
• However, at the time It all just seemed
obvious to me anyway
– Except I didn’t know the terminology

Classic hacker ethics

• How does what roy and I felt correlate
with steven levy’s hacker principles?
• Information should be frEe
– I put the concept of virtual worlds into the
public domain in 1985

• Create art and beauty
– i certainly saw mud as artistic expression

• Computers can change your life
– And the lives of others
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ethics

• Roy and I didn’t consider ourselves to be
putting hacker ethics into mud
– We were putting our ethics into it
– It’s just that these would now be caLled
“hacker ethics”

• Were we therefore attempting to build
some kind of hacker utopia?
– I said I’d come back to this later!

• We were, yes, but not in software
– Through software!

The whole picture

• Anyone who constructs a Virtual world
to be a utopia is misSing the point
• It’s the real world that should be a
utopia, not some virtual world
• By changing people for the betTer
through their experience of virtual
worlds, the real world becomes a
slightly betTer place
• It’s a drop in the ocean, but lots of
drops make an ocean
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conclusion

• virtual worlds aren’t utopias
• However, they enable the real world to
become a utopia
– A place where individuals can be frEe

• that’s the idealistic dream
• That’s what roy and I were doing with

mud
• That’s where the future lies
• That’s the hacker ethic
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